ABSTRACT End-to-end encryption brings new challenges for mobile network operators to obtain key quality indicators (KQIs) of the HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS), which are vital for quality of experience (QoE) of the end users. Targeting on this issue, this paper proposes a network-based solution to extract KQI-related features from encrypted traffic; then, the video quality is assessed through machine-learningbased methods. First, content-independent features are extracted resorting to traffic characteristics and a typical HAS player model. Then, back-propagation neural network and random forest are applied to evaluate stalling and estimate initial buffering delay, which are known as the most important KQIs for QoE. In addition, to evaluate the performance of our solution, we construct a data acquisition platform, and 4733 encrypted video sessions are collected from YouTube by crowdsourcing. Experiment results show that the proposed solution outperforms the previous methods, where initial buffering delay is effectively estimated with an absolute error less than 1 s for up to 80% videos, and the accuracy of stalling detection reaches 88.5%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quality of experience (QoE) is the motivation of mobile network optimization. According to Cisco, video streaming will generate more than three-quarters of mobile data traffic by 2021 [1] . Therefore, as the precondition to providing better service, it is critical for network operators to monitor QoE of mobile video streaming.
Many existing studies point out that QoE can be modeled with several key quality indicators (KQIs), such as initial buffering delay, stalling (or video freeze, stalling/re-buffering event), resolution, smoothness (or quality switches) and etc., among which initial buffering delay and stalling are found the most significant [2] - [4] . For example, a vMOS assessment framework is proposed by Huawei [5] , which maps stalling, initial buffering delay and video source quality to user perceptual QoE. Therefore, QoE of mobile video streaming is usually evaluated in terms of these KQIs.
According to the location of the data collected in mobile network, QoE measurement methods can be classified into three categories, as shown in Fig. 1: (1) measurement methods at the client, (2) measurement methods in the network and (3) measurement methods at the content server. Compared with (1) and (3), it is much more intractable for network operators to measure QoE from within the network, i.e., from the core network. On one hand, network operators generally don't have access to the client or server logs like clientside [6] or server-side [7] measurement methods, which usually provide insights to KQIs. On the other hand, given HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) a key technique for video delivery [8] and the dynamics of transmission delay to the end-users, temporal network performance degradation may not cause quality issues, which increases the difficulty further. Moreover, among the existing approaches, deep packet inspection (DPI) is often employed to extract video contentrelevant metrics [7] , [9] - [13] , such as presentation and arrival timestamp of video frames [9] , bitrate [12] , resolution [13] , segment length [7] and etc. However, the adoption of endto-end encryption and the increasing amount of encrypted forms, such as HTTP over secure socket layer (HTTPS) and quick UDP internet connections (QUIC), invalidate DPI technique, and these content-relevant metrics are not available anymore.
In the context of encryption, Dimopoulos et al. [4] , Orsolic et al. [14] , and ElArabawy et al. [15] extract contentindependent features from traffic and KQI models are trained. However, only naive features like packet information [15] , throughput statistics [14] are involved, without consideration of the specific traffic characteristics HAS. Moreover, most of the features are based on TCP (e.g., HTTPS), when it comes to UDP (e.g., QUIC) some of the above features are absent and these methods will fail. Hence, a more comprehensive approach to constructing features and estimating KQIs from encrypted traffic is still needed.
In this paper, we propose a network-based solution to assess video quality of HAS using machine learning (ML) methods from the perspective of the network operators. The network-based solution constructs features with consideration of HAS player model and traffic characteristics from the network layer, which are independent of content and transport protocols. Then, based on the data collected from our platform, the two most important KQIs, i.e., initial buffering delay and stalling [2] - [5] , [16] , are estimated and evaluated. Initial buffering delay is estimated with an absolute error less than 1 second for up to 80% videos. For stalling detection, the proposed solution generates a higher true positive rate (TPR) while the false positive rate (FPR) is 11% to 20% lower than the Dimopoulos' methods [4] . The contributions can be summarized as follows: 1) We propose an ML-based solution with network-based feature construction to assess video quality. Based on HAS player model, content-independent features are constructed for ML algorithms, such as the buffered level (BL) and buffer variation (BV), which contribute to the performance of the quality assessment. 2) To evaluate the performance, we build a crowdsourcing data acquisition platform, which not only passively monitors KQIs on the mobile clients, but collects the corresponding traffic at the intermediate proxy.
The platform provides a valuable passive measurement approach and testbed for network operators. Our proposed network-based solution is able to assess HAS video quality at an intermediate node in the times of encryption, and network operators will benefit from the solution for monitoring QoE and network optimization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the related previous researches. Section III gives the problem formulation and details the network-based assessment. In Section IV, we first give an overview of the data acquisition platform and our datasets, then experiment results of the assessment are discussed. At last, we draw our conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
HAS has become a popular technique for video delivery and researchers made efforts to assess the quality. The early studies mainly focus on finding KQIs most responsible for QoE, and most of their experiments are conducted at the client. Recently, more and more attentions are paid to network, estimating KQIs from the perspective of network operators. The related previous studies are reviewed as follows.
A. HAS IN MOBILE NETWORK
HAS is designed to work efficiently over large distributed HTTP networks.
In HAS architecture, a video is encoded at multiple bitrates (or quality levels) and segmented into independent multi-seconds chunks on the server. To start a video, HAS client is first made aware of the available quality levels and chunks by a manifest file, then it enters a BufferingState [17] . In this phase, the player requests chunks as soon as possible to accelerate the start-up, which results in a burst in traffic. After building up playback buffer, the player enters a Steady-State [17] , during which the player will not request a new chunk until a previous chunk is consumed, resulting in periodic traffic peaks, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . If the downlink bandwidth is larger than the average bitrate, an on-off traffic pattern can be observed, as shown in Fig. 2(a) .
This download process is controlled by the rate-adaptation mechanisms embedded in HAS player. The rate-adaptation mechanisms enable the client to choose and alternate among the known quality levels according to the perceived bandwidth [18] , [19] , which benefit video delivery in wireless network significantly since the bandwidth of the wireless links varies over time for client mobility or channel impairments. The adoption of HAS achieves to reduce stalling by 80% when bandwidth suffers a short-term degradation [20] , and mobile network has witnessed tremendous developments of HAS, such as YouTube, NetFlix, Hulu.
B. KQIs RESPONSIBLE FOR QoE
Some early studies perform subjective experiments at the client to find KQIs that are responsible for QoE [2] , [10] , [21] , [22] . In [2] , Mok et al. define three application performance metrics, including initial buffering delay, stalling duration and stalling frequency. According to his findings, stalling frequency is the main factor affecting QoE. In [21] , Mok et al. perform subjective experiments to analyze the relationship between user viewing activities and QoE. They find stalling frequency and initial buffering delay can induce user-viewing activities and are non-negligible for user's QoE. Schatz et al. [10] present three methods for in-network measurement and find stalling is the main impairment affecting QoE.
More recently, Seufert et al. [20] make a survey on QoE of HAS, and point out that besides initial buffering delay and stalling, quality switches is also non-negligible for user's QoE, and the opinion is also found in [23] and [24] . But in [25] , Bampis et al. observe that quality adaptation is less obvious for user's QoE compared with stalling by studying the temporal effects on QoE of HAS.
Thus according to these studies, initial buffering delay and stalling are commonly found the most significant for QoE, and only these two KQIs are considered in this paper.
C. KQIs FROM NON-ENCRYPTED TRAFFIC
To make the assessment more scalable and efficient, researchers pay more attention to the network side. They conduct the assessment based on the data from an intermediate node between the client and content server, e.g., a probe in the core network. In [9] , Tang et al. extract video frames from packets to get the KQIs and reveal the relationship between request interval of each chunk and stalling. Mandegar and Akbari [11] extract motion intensity from packets, study the effects of the packet loss and find motion intensity can help improve video quality estimation. Wu et al. [7] collect features based on segment requests form a POX controller between user and content server, then ML-based scheme is employed to detect online segment-level stalling.
Most of these studies rely on the content of the nonencrypted traffic, DPI technique and/or logs from content server. However, when it comes to encrypted traffic, contentrelated data like frame information, motion intensity and segment requests are unattainable, and these schemes will not work.
D. KQIs FROM ENCRYPTED TRAFFIC
To overcome end-to-end encryption, Wamser et al. [12] characterize the traffic flows from YouTube by a man-in-themiddle attack. QoE is then modeled by Mean Opinion Score (MOS) using stalling frequency, stalling duration, and other KQIs. Dimopoulos et al. [4] presents a solution that is able to extract KQIs, including stalling, average resolution and resolution fluctuations. However, the model is based on non-encrypted traffic, and how to extract features from encrypted traffic remains a question. Orsolic et al. [14] and ElArabawy et al. [15] compute naive features like packet length/count statistics from encrypted traffic, and then QoE classification of video sessions is done.
However, the man-in-the-middle attack [12] and the nonencrypted traffic [4] based models are opportunistic and impractical for network operators. Moreover, for most of the other schemes, only naive features like packet information, throughput statistics [14] , [15] are involved, without consideration of the specific traffic characteristics of HAS. To make it more general and scalable, we propose a network-based solution to asses video quality only using traffic characteristics. The features are extracted with consideration of HAS player model from the network layer, which are independent of content and transport protocols. Then, initial buffering delay and stalling are evaluated using ML-based methods.
III. ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
Encrypted traffic from an intermediate node stored in pcap [26] files are required by the assessment. Contentindependent quality of service (QoS) metrics are extracted according to the transport protocols, i.e., download speed (DS), packet loss rate (PLR) and round-trip time (RTT) for HTTPS, and DS for QUIC. DS denoted by Eq. 1 is calculated every second, and s i is the average download speed during the i th second.
DS = {s
Similarly, PLR = {plr i , i = 0, 1, . . .} and RTT = {rtt i , i = 0, 1, . . .} are also counted every second, where plr i is the packet loss ratio during the i th second. The time of a downlink packet reaching the intermediate node it takes to be confirmed is arbitrarily considered as the RTT of this packet, and rtt i is the average RTT of all the packets during the i th second. According to Section II-A, each chunk downloaded will generate a peak in traffic. Thus DS is segmented into N chunks according to the traffic peaks, which are the basic units for feature extraction later. The information of the i th chunk is recorded as Eq. 2.
where t is , t ip and t ie are the start time, peak time and end time of this chunk, and v i is the data size carried by this chunk. Additionally, according to the fact that the player will not request a new chunk until a previous chunk is consumed during Steady-State, the average bitrate during the Steady-State approximately equals to the corresponding average download speed.
Our proposed assessment framework is illustrated in Fig. 3 . We first extract QoS metrics from encrypted traffic, and then analyze the player model that how the video chunks are downloaded and consumed by HAS player. Section III-A gives the details of the player model and problem statement. On the basis of HAS player model and QoS Metrics, features for initial buffering delay and stalling are extracted from the network layer, which are detailed in III-B and III-C respectively.
A. PLAYER MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
General application level HAS player model can be described by player buffer level (the buffered playtime) [12] , as Eq. 3.
where BL(t), DT (t) and VT (t) are the buffered playtime, downloaded playtime and video playtime at time t. In HAS architecture, a video is segmented into multi-second chunks on the server and are downloaded sequentially during the playback. Therefore, the streaming process of HAS can be depicted as a discrete process in terms of video chunks. Thus, DT (t) and VT (t) at the client for the i th chunk can be calculated recursively as follows [12] .
where t i is the time when the client receives the first byte of the i th chunk, v i−1 and br i−1 are the data size and average bitrate of the previous chunk, t i = t i −t i−1 , and f ( t i ) is the amount of time the video is not playing during t i , including initial buffering delay and stalling. Accordingly, BL(t) at t i can be calculated using Eq. 3. The streaming process can be understood by comparing BL(t) with three thresholds [12] , i.e., playing threshold θ 1 , stalling threshold θ 2 and buffer level threshold α. The player will leave the start-up Buffering-State when BL(t) reaches playing threshold θ 1 , the player enters Steady-State when BL(t) reaches buffer level threshold α, and stalling occurs when BL(t) < θ 2 . To further understand the player model, two examples corresponding to those in Fig. 2 are shown Player model in this paper refers to the time-varying buffer level BL(t), which is controlled by player's rate-adaptation algorithms. Once the player model is built, the concerned KQIs can be obtained. However, BL(t) is based on bitrate br i , initial buffering delay t init and data size of the chunk v i , among which only v i is measurable from encrypted traffic.
Fortunately, the traffic behaviors, which are influenced by rate-adaptation algorithms during the start-up Buffering-State and Steady-State phase, make it possible to estimate bitrate and initial buffering delay from encrypted traffic. Player model can be approximated based on the estimated bitrate and initial buffering delay. Then, the player model based features can be constructed. Together with other features, stalling can be investigated through ML-based methods further.
B. INITIAL BUFFERING DELAY
Based on literature review, there are three popular start-up buffering strategies: (1) Chunk based strategy, the player will start the playback after receiving the last bytes of a certain number of segments, and the number is usually set to one [27] . (2) Buffer level based strategy, the player will start the playback if the buffered playtime reaches a predefined threshold (θ 1 ) [12] . (3) Data size based strategy, the player will start as soon as it has received a minimum number of bytes to fill up the buffer limit, e.g., Flash Player [28] .
The estimation for initial buffering delay should be treated differently according to the strategies, but the features extracted in this paper are similar. Initial buffering delay is only correlated with the start-up Buffering-State phase. Therefore, only the time series of the QoS metrics within a window which is able to cover the start-up phase of most videos in a dataset is considered. And the window size is set to be mean + 2 * std, where mean and std are the average and standard deviation of initial buffering delay for a dataset.
The features for estimating initial buffering delay are mainly extracted from DS within the window. The feature set consists of network performance features X p and statistics of the i th chunk X ci , which are listed in is defined as X = {X p , X c1 , X c2 , X c3 }. For video sessions using HTTPS, average loss rate and RTT are also considered for each chunk. Hence, the number of features for videos using QUIC and HTTPS are 23 and 29. Then, models are trained for initial buffering delay, and the experiment results are given in Section IV.
C. NETWORK-BASED STALLING DETECTION
The key idea for network-based stalling detection is that the stalling is most likely to occur when the network performance is the worst, the second stalling is when the network performance is the second worst, and so forth. Hence, network performance should first be evaluated, which is detailed in Section III-C2. Due to space limitation, only four of the features are detailed in the flowing subsections, i.e., buffer level (BL), buffer variation (BV), the location and the average download speed up to when the network performance is poor.
BL and BV are player model based features, and the rest are network-based features. Obtaining initial buffering delay in Section III-B, we should first estimate bitrate and evaluate network performance to extracted BL and BV, which are detailed in the following subsections.
1) AVERAGE BITRATE
It's common practice for content providers to employ constant bitrate encoding for HAS [30] . Although the temporal bitrate varies over time, the overall bitrate stays constant for each quality level. Therefore, maintaining average bitrate is sufficient to reconstruct the buffer level. In this paper, the bitrate during Steady-State is arbitrarily considered as the average bitrate for each chunk of the whole video.
Thus, the problem is converted into finding the Steady-State. To this end, we analyze the time series of downlink traffic (cumulative sum for DS). Firstly, SeasonalTrend Decomposition based on Loess (STL) is employed to eliminate the effect of temporal peaks. The time series is decomposed into trend, seasonal and remainder component [31] . Then, piecewise linear fitting is applied to the trend component to find the time series corresponding to SteadyState. Finally, the slope of this piece is considered as the average bitrate.
Piecewise linear regression model is a ''broken-stick'' model, where two or more straight lines are joined at breakpoint(s) [32] . An example of simple piecewiseregression model joining two straight lines (or pieces) at the breakpoint α is shown as Eq. (6).
where y i is the value of the i th observation, x i is the corresponding variable, b 1,2 are the slopes of the two lines, and e i is the additive error. There are many studies tried to find the breakpoints [32] - [34] , but it's still intractable. To simplify the breakpoints detection, we propose a heuristic method. The proposed method is shown in Fig. 5(a) . To find the first breakpoint, linear regression is applied to the overall time series, and Eq. (7) is obtained, as the red solid line.
Then, the residual error of each observation is calculated as e i =ŷ i − y i . The first breakpoint is among the potential points whose absolute residual errors are extreme values. In Fig. 5(a) , these extreme values can be denoted by Eq. 8.
The corresponding points of the extreme values are defined as critical points whose derivatives equal to b, shown as the red dashed line in Fig. 5(a) . The case is similar for discrete time series. Then, a breakpoint for the proposed piecewiseregression is defined as: the observation who generates the maximum extreme value of the absolute residual errors. Thus, the first breakpoint in Fig. 5(a) is (x i5 , y i5 ) , and the first piecewise-regression model joining two pieces as Eq. 6 can be obtained, where α = x i5 . The other breakpoints can be found in the same way, except that residual errors are calculated according to the previous piecewise-regression model instead.
After the trend component is fitted into pieces, the final step is to find the piece corresponding to Steady-State, which is called ''steady piece'' in this paper. The intervals of the traffic peaks in Steady-State are relatively stabler. Thus, steady piece can be found by comparing the standard deviation of the inter-arrival time of each chunk within each piece. Fig. 5(b) shows the fitting result of the downlink traffic corresponding to Fig. 2(a) . As red lines shown in Fig. 5(b) , the downlink traffic is fitted into three pieces, and the third piece is identified as the steady piece. As shown in Fig 2(a) and Fig. 4(a) , the player enters Steady-State at 50 seconds, which is the same as that found by using the proposed method in Fig. 5(b) .
Average bitrate can be approximated using average download speed or the slope of the steady piece. However, the player may not enter Steady-State due to bandwidth limitation or user termination. Hence, for the sake of stability, we extract features based on chunks within the steady piece, and back-propagation neural network (BPNN) is trained to give estimations of the average bitrate. The feature vector X consists of chunk information within steady piece.
X = {num, slope, vol, dura, vol_statis, inter_statis}
where num is the number of chunks, slope is the slope of this piece, vol is the total traffic, dura is the duration of the steady piece, vol/inter_statis are the statistics of the data size and inter-arrival time of each chunk, including mean, standard deviation and PAR. Thus, 10 features are extracted in total. The experiment results are discussed in Section IV.
2) NETWORK PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
As described in Section III-A, buffer level can be utilized to measure stalling occurrences. Estimating initial buffering delay and average bitrate according to Section III-B and III-C1, player buffer level can be approximated according to Section III-A. As a result, we propose a network-based solution taking buffer level as one of the features to detect and evaluate the stalling.
Stalling is likely to occur when the network suffers performance degradations, but in HAS architecture, single performance degradation may not disturb the playback. Thus, we evaluate network performance with consideration of several successive chunks by the average download speed. To accommodate this, the time series of DS is first segmented into chunks, as shown in Eq. 2 and the red squares in Fig. 2 are the identified traffic peaks. Another factor has to be taken into account is the window size w, a parameter indicating how many successive predecessor chunks with performance degradation will result in stalling. At last, the network performance at chunk i is evaluated by the average download speed of w predecessor chunks, as Eq. 9.
where w is the window size, k is the index of the first chunk within the window, and k = i − w + 1. Stalling is most likely to occur when the performance of the w chunks is the worst. Therefore, the most potential position for stalling can be found using Eq. 10.
Thus, I (w) is the index of a chunk where stalling is most likely to occur. The second potential position is where p i (w) is the second minimal, and so forth. Note that, the window indexed by I (w) must start after initial buffering delay, i.e., t I (w)−w+1,s >= t init , where t init is the initial buffering delay estimated in Section III-B.
3) FEATURE EXTRACTION
Once the network performance is evaluated, features at the I th chunk can be extracted for stalling detection (window size w is omitted in the following notations for simplification).
Owing to space limitation, only four of the features are detailed here. The first feature is BL, a feature indicating the remaining video in the player's buffer. Ignoring the estimation error for the chunks, DT (t I +1,s ) = I i=1 v i /br, and VT (t I +1,s ) = t I +1,s − t init . Thus, BL can be estimated using Eq. 11.
where br is the average bitrate estimated in Section III-C1. The second feature BV is buffer variation, a feature indicating whether the buffer grows or decreases. Given window size w, buffer variation in this window can be calculated by Eq. 12.
where k = I − w + 1. Eq. 12 consists of two parts, v i /br is the video downloaded by the player, and t I +1,s − t ks corresponds to the video played out. The third feature is I , indicating when the network performance is the worst, and the fourth is the average download speed up to the I th chunk. According to the previous literature for either encrypted or non-encrypted traffic [3] , [4] , [7] , chunk based features are much better for describing stalling. As a result, the features are extracted based on chunk information in Eq. 2 and the feature set consists of two parts: 1) The first denoted by X o is the chunk statistics of the whole video. 2) The second is the chunk statistics inside the window and the four features above, which is denoted by X w . The chunk statistics here refers to mean, standard deviation, median, maximum and minimum of inter-arrival time, average download speed, downloaded data, average PLR and average RTT for each chunk. Thus the number of features for chunk statistics are 25 (5*5) and 15 (5*3) for videos using HTTPS and QUIC, because PLR and RTT are not available for QUIC.
4) STALLING DETECTION AND EVALUATION
To evaluate stalling, three questions have to be answered: (1) Do there exist any stalling during the playback? (2) Are there multiple stallings in the session? (3) Do there exist VOLUME 6, 2018 long stalling, i.e., are the stallings last longer than a certain threshold? These questions are transformed into three classification tasks and three binary labels for each video are defined according to stalling ratio [4] , i.e. stalling label, multiple label and duration label. If there are K stallings during the playback, the duration of the i th stalling is t i , and then stalling ratio is defined as Eq. 13.
where T is the total duration of the playback, and the three labels are defined as follows. Providing the labels for a video, the stalling can be sufficiently understood. For example, if a video is labeled as ''110'', it means there exists stalling, there are multiple stallings, and the stalling ratio is smaller than 0.1. The position of the window for X w is different for these three questions. (1) For stalling detection, the window is where the performance of the w chunks is the worst. (2) For multiple stallings, the window is where the performance of the w chunks is the second worst, because the second stalling is most likely to occur when the performance is the second worst. (3) To answer if r is larger than a threshold, a combination of features for (1) and (2) are considered at the same time, because the stalling ratio is related with all of the stallings. Finding the chunk index I , the features for question (2) can be extracted in the same manner described in Section III-C3.
The the number of features for these three questions are listed in TABLE 4, and the experiment results are given in Section IV.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we present the results of the assessment. The data acquisition platform and datasets are first introduced in Section IV-A. Then, the experiment results for initial buffering delay and stalling are given in Section IV-B, IV-C.
In the following experiments, 10-fold cross-validation is generally employed. And a set of commonly used ML algorithms [3] , [4] , [14] , [15] , such as classification and regression tree (CART), random forest (RF), Adaboost, BPNN and linear regression (LR), are employed to give the evaluations.
A. DATA ACQUISITION PLATFORM AND DATASETS
Network operators usually monitor HAS at an intermediate node, e.g., serving gateway (SGW) in the core network. In order to keep as consistent as possible with the network operators, we develop a data acquisition platform which encompasses data acquisition capability at an intermediate node too. The platform mainly consists of mobile phone and proxy, and the architecture is shown in Fig. 6 . We develop an application named YTMonitor for mobile phones based on YouTube API [35] . YTMonitor not only provides access to YouTube, but records the states of a playback, including start, stop, pause, forward, backward and stalling, to an application-layer log which is automatically uploaded to the proxy at the end of the playback. The proxy is a virtual private network (VPN) server, and YTMonitor can access YouTube by making PPTP or L2TP VPN connections. Except for tunneling, the VPN server does no modification to the traffic of the mobile phones. In order to capture the traffic for each playback, a C++ HTTP server is developed to run on the proxy at the same time. The HTTP server is informed by YTMonitor at the beginning and the end of a playback, so that it can capture the traffic of the playback exactly. The capture process is realized by making a copy of the ongoing traffic, without bothering the receiving and forwarding process of the packets.
To mitigate the impact of the proxy on the network traffic, the bandwidth and the maximum allowed mobile phones for each proxy are configured to be 1 Gbps and 10 respectively, providing enough bandwidth for each mobile phone. As a result, the time of a packet takes to travel from PGW to the proxy (or from the proxy to PGW) is considered to be constant. Thus, the traffic characteristics at the proxy is thought to be consistent with that at PGW. In this case, our data acquisition platform is considered to be in line with that of the operators.
To ensure the variety for the dataset, we deploy three independent proxies in our platform for crowdsourcing. 21 volunteers are invited, 13 users using Android devices are required to install the Android-version YTMonitor, and the left 8 users using iPhone are required to install the iOS-version YTMonitor. The volunteers are free to watch videos through YTMonitor anywhere at any time, and 4,733 encrypted video sessions are collected from October 25 to November 15, 2016. All the video sessions are collected in live 4G network, and each video session consists of its traffic and player log. Two encrypted forms are found in the current YouTube video service: HTTPS and QUIC. Thus, the video sessions are grouped into two datasets, i.e., 3,543 video sessions using QUIC compose dataset D1 and the rest 1,190 using HTTPS compose dataset D2. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, 518 additional non-encrypted video sessions are collected as a validation dataset, and Dimopoulos' method in [7] is reproduced for comparison. The overview of the datasets is given in TABLE 2. Owing to the distinct transport protocols, QoS metrics extracted from traffic are different, and models are trained independently for the two datasets. For videos in D2, we extract DS, RTT and PLR, while only DS is considered for videos in D1. Each QoS metric is calculated every second, as depicted in Eq. 1 at the beginning of Section III. Note that, these QoS metrics are independent of the content and encryption doesn't bother the extraction. The ground truth KQIs, i.e., initial buffering delay and stalling, can be attained from player log. At last, each item in D1 and D2 consists of QoS metrics and ground truth KQIs.
We cannot provide the datasets due to the license, but one can collect video sessions by himself to train the models in the same manner as this paper for evaluation.
B. INITIAL BUFFERING DELAY
The ground truth for initial buffering delay can be directly extracted from player log. Different start-up strategies for YTMonitor on Android and iOS clients are observed. Thus, there exist some differences for dataset D1 and D2 in statistics. For videos in D1, the mean of initial buffering delay is 3.7 seconds, and the standard deviation is 2.9 seconds. For videos in D2, the mean is 6.3 seconds, and the standard deviation is 4.5 seconds. Thus the windows described in Section III-B are 9.5 and 15.3 seconds for D1 and D2 respectively.
The strategy of YTMonitor on Android is not intuitive, but some inherent relations between download speed and the initial buffering delay are found, e.g., larger start-up download speed tends to shorten the delay. Thus, BPNN is directly trained to estimate initial buffering delay for D1. YTMonitor on iOS tends to use chunk based strategy. To decide at which chunk the playback starts, videos in D2 are labeled into 3 categories first. Category i consists of the videos that start the playback closest to the end of the i th chunk (i.e., t ie in Eq. 2), and the quantization errors are ignored. Then, RF is trained to give the predictions. For comparison, LR and RF are also applied to D1, CART and Adaboost are also applied to D2. The parameters for these methods are tuned for achieving better performance, and results are shown in Fig. 7 and TABLE 3.
The results is acceptable if the absolute error is within 1 second, since the QoS metrics are counted every second. As shown in Fig. 7 and TABLE 3, BPNN performs better than RF and LR on D1, and the absolute errors for 80% videos in D1 are within 1 second. RF has the best performance on D2, and the absolute errors for 71% videos in D2 are within 1 second. The upper bound in Fig. 7(b) is the best performance that the classifiers can achieve due to quantization errors. BPNN outperforms RF on D1 and RF outperforms BPNN on D2, which proves the observation that different start-up strategies are employed by YTMonitor for Android and iOS.
The results are compared to those proposed in [27] , Huysegems thought the playback will start after receiving the first chunk, and the dashed line in Fig. 7(a) and (b) are the results of the method proposed by Huysegems. It's obvious that our proposed method performs much better than that proposed by Huysegems on D1, but only RF performs better than Huysegems's on D2.
C. NETWORK-BASED STALLING DETECTION 1) AVERAGE BITRATE
The ground truth for average bitrate is stored in player log for D2, but not recorded for D1 due to API limitations for the android-version YTMonitor. Instead, the total downloaded data divided by the recorded playback duration is taken as the ground truth. However, it should be noted that the calculated average bitrate is always larger than the real average bitrate.
Obtaining the ground truth and feature set, we employ 10-fold cross validation for evaluation. The parameters are well tuned to achieve better performance, and the results for D1 and D2 are shown on the top and bottom two figures in Fig. 8 respectively. The result of BPNN is compared to a few other methods, including LR, overall average download speed (Rate_avg), slope of the steady piece (Slope), and average download speed of the steady piece (Rate_steady). Absolute error and relative error are evaluated on both datasets. For videos in D1, BPNN achieves the best performance, the absolute errors for 80% videos are within 300 Kbps, and relative errors for 78% videos are within 30%. For videos in D2, the absolute errors for 71% videos are within 300 Kbps, and the relative errors for 77% videos are within 30%. From the figure we can see that LR and BPNN have similar performance on D2, thus LR is also acceptable for simplification.
The result is compared to that proposed by Wu. In Section IV of [7] , Wu thought the average bitrate could be approximated by the overall download speed, shown as the black dashed line in Fig. 8 . It's obvious that our proposed method performs much better than that proposed by Wu on both D1 and D2. However, it should be noted that overall average download speed outperforms BNPP when the absolute error is less than 117 Kbps on D1, this is the drawback of how the ground truth average bitrate is obtained.
2) STALLING DETECTION AND EVALUATION
The ground truth for stalling is also extracted from player log. Different window sizes for each question are first examined. The window size is set form 1 to 10, and Fig. 9 shows the relationship between window size and accuracy of different classifiers. The figures from left to right correspond to question (1) to (3) respectively. Different window sizes that yield highest accuracy are observed for different questions on both datasets. For video in D1, setting window size to 4, 2 and 3 for question (1), (2) and (3) seems to be a good choice, because each of the window sizes yields the highest accuracy, as shown in Fig. 9(a) . The window sizes for D2 are different from those for D1. From Fig. 9(b) , window size 3, 6 and 3 yield the highest accuracy for question (1) , (2) and (3) respectively.
Obtaining the window sizes, we extract features and train classifiers. Due to space limitation, only the RF is further [7] with 95% confidence interval for question (1) to (3) on the validation dataset. discussed, which outperforms other classifiers as shown in Fig. 9 . Using the tuned parameters, the output of RF can be obtained in TABLE 4 for D1 and D2. The performance is evaluated in terms of TPR, FPR and Accuracy. Overall, RF is able to predict with 88.6%, 92.2% and 91.7% accuracy of the three classification tasks for D1, and 85.2%, 80.6% and 84.1% for D2.
Firstly, the results are compared to those of the method proposed in [7] for non-encrypted video sessions. DPI technique is employed to extract features as depicted in [7] on the validation dataset, and the results of the three questions are shown in TABLE 5. TPR of the proposed solution for encrypted video sessions is at most 10% lower than that for non-encrypted video sessions. By comparing the results in TABLE 4 and TABLE 5 , we can conclude the performance of our proposed network-based solution is comparable with that of the previous methods for non-encrypted traffic.
Then, the results are compared to those of the method proposed by Dimopoulos et al. [4] for encrypted video sessions. For stalling detection, Dimopoulos considered minimum and standard deviation of chunk size, average throughput and maximum packet retransmissions. It should be noted that QUIC prevents us from obtaining throughput and retransmissions. Hence, maximum packet retransmission is ignored and DS is extracted as a replacement of throughput for videos using QUIC. Chunk information is absent for both datasets due to encryption, and the chunks we extract form DS in Eq. 2 are utilized as a replacement. For comparison, the videos classed into mild stalling and severe stalling in [4] are put into one class, and are labeled as stalling. Obtaining two classes, i.e. no stalling and stalling, TPR, FPR and Accuracy are calculated in TABLE 6 for both datasets. Comparing with the results on question (1), our method generates higher TPR, while FPR is 11% and 20% lower on D1 and D2, as shown in Fig. 10 .
At last, to address the effectiveness of the features in Section III-C3 for stalling detection, firstly, the four features described in Section III-C3 are excluded for evaluating stalling. The results are shown in TABLE 7, and the accuracy is compared in Fig. 11 . By comparing the results to those in TABLE 4, we can conclude the four features in Section III-C3 contribute at most 5%, 3% and 4% in terms of TPR, FPR and Accuracy to the performance. Then, RF variable importance measures [36] are evaluated. All the features for question (1) are fed to train a RF classifier, and the importance measures are evaluated by out-of-bag error [36] , as shown in Fig. 12 . X-axis is the indices of the features and Y-axis is the importance measures. The red bars are the importance measures of the four features in Section III-C3 respectively, and the grey bars are the importance measures of the features extracted by Dimopoulos. It's obvious that, besides the features, there are many other features that are much more important than those in [4] . Among these features, buffer-level and average download speed up to the window are the most important features for D1, and buffer-level and buffer variation are the most important features for D2, which prove the features extracted in the proposed solution are efficient.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a network-based solution to assess video quality using ML algorithms from the perspective of network operators. Initial buffering delay and stalling are estimated and evaluated using the features extracted with consideration of player model and traffic characteristics of HAS from encrypted traffic. Firstly, in order to keep consistent with the network operators, we develop a data acquisition platform which encompasses data acquisition capability at an intermediate node, and 4,733 encrypted video sessions from YouTube are collected by crowdsourcing. Secondly, we analyze the traffic of 4,733 video sessions in two datasets and traffic behaviors of typical HAS player are revealed. According to the HAS traffic characteristics, initial buffering delay is estimated. The absolute errors of initial buffering delay estimation for 80% and 71% videos in D1 and D2 are less than 1 second, which outperforms the previous methods. Then, HAS player model based features including BL and BV are extracted at a chunk where the network performance is poor, which are content and protocol independent. At last, together with other features, stalling is detected and evaluated. Overall, our proposed method is able to answer the three questions and detect stalling, multiple stallings and long stalling. RF performs best and is able to predict with 88.6%, 92.2% and 91.7% accuracy for the three questions on D1, and 85.2%, 80.6% and 84.0% on D2. For question (1), our method generates higher TPR, while FPR is 11% and 20% lower than the previous methods on dataset D1 and D2.
However, there still exists some limitations on which our future work should be focused. Firstly, the proposed solution is an offline solution, and the online version should be discussed further. Secondly, the videos were collected from our self-developed platform, and field tests are still needed. Thirdly, user interactions are not involved in the datasets, and it's an important factor that affects the performance [7] . 
